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Thinking about data

● A few different terms to think about data
● How does data actually look?
● What problems does it have and how do these matter?
● What can we do about it?



A few terms to know

● Supervised data: <input> -> <output>
○ E.g. Instruction -> Results of instruction
○ “Write a poem” -> “<poem>”

● Unsupervised data: only <input>
○ E.g. a collection of images, webpages etc (but see semisupervised)

● Semi-supervised data: <input> -> <output mechanically found from input>
○ E.g. fill in the blank (covering consecutive words)
○ Eg. breaking a sentence “X because Y” to “Why X?” -> “Because Y” (input -> output)

● Synthetic data: artificially created data, to serve a particular purpose



How much data do we have?

● Unsupervised data is “free” – you can find it on the internet. 
○ A huge amount of unsupervised data

● Semi-supervised data is “almost free”:
○ Large amount of semi-supervised data, based on how we mechanically translate input to out

● Supervised data is expensive, created often by hand:
○ Small amounts of supervised data



Data “quality”

Let’s look at some data

● Unsupervised: https://huggingface.co/datasets/c4/viewer/en/train

What are the main things you observe?

● How long is each data row?
● What kinds of topics?
● How “good” is the text?

C4 dataset is used in almost all major LLMs today

https://huggingface.co/datasets/c4/viewer/en/train?row=5


Data “quality”

Let’s look at some data

● Supervised: 
https://huggingface.co/datasets/openai/summarize_from_feedback/viewer/axi
s/validation?row=17 

What are the main things you observe?

● How long is each data row?
● What kinds of topics?
● How “good” is the data?

https://huggingface.co/datasets/openai/summarize_from_feedback/viewer/axis/validation?row=17
https://huggingface.co/datasets/openai/summarize_from_feedback/viewer/axis/validation?row=17


Data “quality”

Let’s look at some data

● Supervised: https://huggingface.co/datasets/gsm8k?row=2 

What are the main things you observe?

● How long is each data row?
● What kinds of topics?
● How “good” is the data?

https://huggingface.co/datasets/gsm8k?row=2


Data “quality”

Let’s look at some data

● Synthetic: 
https://huggingface.co/datasets/SirNeural/flan_v2/viewer/default/train?row=4 

What are the main things you observe?

● How long is each data row?
● What kinds of topics?
● How “good” is the data?

https://huggingface.co/datasets/SirNeural/flan_v2/viewer/default/train?row=4


Data quality – what do the errors mean?

● What are the sources of errors?
○ For human created data
○ For semi-supervised data
○ For synthetic data

● What do you do in case of errors?



Data quality – what do the errors mean?

● What are the sources of errors?
○ For human created data: unclear instructions, task is naturally variable, humans did not put in 

effort,...
○ For semi-supervised data: source of data is not very high-quality, transformations are not high 

quality
○ For synthetic data: model generating data is not good, instructions are not good

● What do you do in case of errors?



“Humans did not put in enough effort”

“Three employees told TIME they were 
expected to read and label between 150 
and 250 passages of text per nine-hour 
shift. Those snippets could range from 
around 100 words to well over 1,000. All of 
the four employees interviewed by TIME 
described being mentally scarred by the 
work. Although they were entitled to attend 
sessions with “wellness” counselors, all 
four said these sessions were unhelpful 
and rare due to high demands to be more 
productive at work.”



What can we do to improve data practices? 

1. Reduce the need for 
labeled/supervised data; 
rely on semi-supervised 
data instead

Benefit: you only need a little bit 
of very good labeled data

Challenge: very hard to improve 
quality by adding more good 
labeled data



What can we do to improve data practices? 

2. Question the assumption of 
<input> -> <output>

Multiple outputs may often be 
correct! (And it depends on the 
human labeling too!)

Challenge: hard to decide how 
many different perspectives to 
include



What can we do to improve data practices? 

3. Turn data collection into a consultative, 
conversational process

Benefit: Turns the process of collecting data 
into a more scientific hypothesis-driven 
process. (“Can we collect this?”, “what if we 
did something else?”)

Challenge: Needs a broader change to data 
collection processes, change in power 
structures. 




